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Abstract

NASA Lewis Research Center (LeRC) presently

accommodates a number of combustor test facilities with

unique capabilities. The facilities are used to evaluate

combustor and afterburner concepts for future engine

applications, and also to test the survivability and

performance of innovative high temperature materials, new

instrumentation, and engine components in a realistic jet

engine environment. The facilities provide a variety of test

section interfaces and lengths to allow for flametube, sector

and component testing. The facilities can accommodate a

wide range of operating conditions due to differing

capabifities in the following areas: inlet air pressure,

accommodates a number of combustor test facilities. Six

combustor test facilities at the center receive the majority of

NASA's in-house combustion support, and these facilities

will be highlighted in this report. In two of these facilities,

two separate test rigs exist, bringing the total number of
combustor test rigs to eight. The various facilities are

dispersed throughout the 350-acre main campus of NASA
Lewis. One of the facilities, RL-23, is located in the Rocket
Lab area of the center; and three of the facilities, CE-5B

and CE-9B, and the Advanced Subsonic Combustor

Rig(ASCR) are located in the Engine Research

Building(ERB). The remaining two facilities, ECRL-1B and

ECRL-2A, are housed in the Engine Components Research

Lab(ECRL) building. The facilities can be used for a variety

temperature, and flow;
storage capacity; maximum combustion zone temperature;

cooling water flow rate and pressure; types of

exhaust-atmospheric or altitude; and types of air
heaters-vitiated or nonvitiated. All of the facilities have

provisions for standard gas(emissions) analysis, and a few

of the facilities are equipped with specialized gas analysis

equipment, smoke and particle size measurement devices,

and a variety of laser diagnostic systems. This report

presents some of the unique features of each of the
combustor test facilities at NASA Lewis.

fuel flow rate, pressure, and fuel of combustion testing, ranging from low pressure(8.5 ATM)

Introduction

Advanced jet engine development must meet stringent

requirements of economical viability and environmental

compatibility. One major environmental constraint placed

upon the development of advanced combustor concepts is

the need for lowered NO x emissions levels. Thus,

component testing for these advanced combustor concepts
will be crucial. In order to stay competitive in the current

aerospace market, there is a large demand from U.S.
industry for combustor test facilities that can test advanced

combustor concepts and associated components at high

temperaaLres and pressures. NASA Lewis presently

tests at RL-23 to high pressure(60 ATM) tests at ASCR;
from small scale flametube tests in CE-5 to large scale

component tests in ECRL-1B; from probe gas analysis
measurements in CE-9 to nonintrusive laser diagnostic

measurements in CE-5; and from fuel injector screening
tests in RL-23 to material survivability tests in ECRL-2A.

The general capabilities of each of the six combustor test
facilities at NASA Lewis will be covered in greater detail

in the sections to follow.

Facility Capabilities

The combustor test facilities at NASA Lewis rely on

the center's central equipment services for supply of high

pressure air and/or for a simulated altitude exhaust. The

high pressure air is provided to each facility by the central

air system compressors. The air is filtered to a rating of less

than 50 _m and the dew point level is maintained between

-15 and -144 °F by means of dehydrators. All facilities,

with the exception of the two ECRL facilities, use a

nonvitiated heater to supply the test sections with high

temperature air. The air is heated by shell and tube type

heat exchangers, using combustor cans fueled with either

natural gas or jet fuel. High pressure jet aircraft fuel(Jet A
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or JP-5) is available to fuel the combustors in all facilities,
with large capacity storage tanks located nearby. In
addition,highpressuregaseoushydrogeniscurrentlyused

in one of the facilities as an alternative test fuel. Hydraulic

fluid systems are also used in some of the facilities for
operation of fast response control valving. The combustor
testrigsexhausteitherto theatmosphere_orthecentral

altitudeexhaustsystem,whichcanprovideavacuum ofup

to 26 in. Hg(2 psia), simulating an altitude exhaust

environment. Cooling water, supplied at low, intermediate,
and high pressure, is available for quench sprays as well as
cooling for any components located near or in the high
temperature environment. Gaseous nitrogen is available for
use as a purge gas and/or to cool components exposed to
the high combustor temperatures. Steam tracing is available
for use in line heating of tim emission samples to the gas
analysis equipment. In addition to those features mentioned
above, all facilities are equipped with roof ventilation fans

and CO 2 room flooding capabilities for prevention and/or
response to emergency situations. All of the combustor
facilities use computer systems to record, calculate and
display results during a typical test ran. A computerized
data collection system, named ESCORT, is used and allows
for steady state data acquisition, one second update rate, and
conversion of mV signals to engineering units. The facilities
make use of standardinstrumentationsuch as pressure

transducers,thermocouples,strainganges,and flowmeters.

Programmablelogiccontrollersutilizeladderlogictoallow

theinterconnecfionof pcrmissives,shutdowns,and delay

timers for automatic response of various components. In
addition, on-line gas analysis of the exhaust gas is
performed in all of the facilities, focusing on species such
as UHC, CO, CO 2, NO, NO x, and 0 2. Unique to one or
more of the facilities is the ability to take measurements
using a smoke meter, particle size analyzer, or gas
chromatograph/mass spectrometer(GC/MS). Diagnostic
measurements can be taken in two of the facilities using an
ND:YAG Dye laser system, an Excimer laser system, or an
Argon-Ion laser. These measurements focus on the species,
temperatures, droplet size, or flow patterns of the
combustion process.Each combustor facility at NASA

Lewis has unique capabilities and support equipment
available for testing and these features are outlined below.

RL-23 Combustor Test Facility

The RL-23 combustor test facility (Fig. 1) is located in
the Rocket Lab area of the center. This high temperature/
low pressure facility is currently used in support of the
NASA High Speed Research(HSR) Program focusing on
supersonic test conditions, and the NASA Advanced
Subsonic Technology(AST) Program focusing on subsonic
test conditions. The test rig is currently configured to test a
fuel-rich, catalytic reaction experiment, however, it is soon
to be converted over to a flametube type rig. The test

section configuration is 100 in. in length and the interface
is a 6 in., 900 LB inlet flange and a 6 in., 150 LB outlet

flange. The flametube rig will have a 3 in. square or
circular cross-section flowpath which will match the

flametube rig in test cell CE-5. This new test fig will be
used to evaluate and screen fuel injector concepts prior to

testing at the higher pressure facilities. The advantages of
using this lowe-r p_ressurefacility are its lower cost and its
availability.Thisfacility can,therefore,beusedtoselectthe

more promising concepts to be tested at the higher demand
facilities.

The facility is capable of supplying heated air to the
test fig at 125 psig (8.5 ATM), 1500 °F and 2.0 pps; and
the facility uses a shell and tube heat exchanger to heat the
air. The flametube test rig will be operated at 90 psig. The
hot exhaust air within the combustion zone is limited to

3000 °F and is quenched with water sprays before venting
to the atmosphere. The vitiated air in the heat exchanger,
3.0 pps at 125 psig, is heated through the use of a NASA
designed, jet fueled burner can to 1650 °F. Two fuel storage
tanks, one 600 gallon tank and one 1000 gallon tank, are
located at the facility and a maximum flow of 5.5 GPM at

480 psig can be supplied to the test fig. Cooling water,
ll8GPM at 115 psig, is available for cooling and
quenching purposes.

CE-5 Combustor Test Facility
The CE-5 combustor test facility (Fig. 2), located in the

central-east wing of ERB, houses two combustor test rigs,
StandI and Stand2.Thishightemperature/highpressure
facility is currently used for flametube and sector tests for
the NASA HSR Program. In addition, flametube tests are
conducted for the NASA AST Program. The Stand I test rig
is a thr_ cup sector fig with an approximate 8 in. x 4 in.
flowpath. This test section configuration is 60 in. in length
and the interface is a 12 in., 300 LB inlet flange and a
12 in., 300 LB outlet flange. The Stand 1 rig hardware and
test program am part of a joint venture betwema NASA and
General Electric. The Stand 2 test rig is the flametube rig,
capableof either a 3 in. squareor circularcross-section
flowpath, and is used to evaluate fuel injector concepts. The
test section configuration is 51 in. in length and the
intexfacc is a 16 in., 400 LB inlet flange and a 12 in.,
400 LB outlet flange. In addition, testing can be performed

on both rigs using four Quartz windows, located 90° apart
and measuring 1.5 in. x 2 in., for nouintrusive
measurements of the combustion zone. The Stand 2 test rig

has the added capability of incorporating two Sapphire
windows, measuring 2.5 in. in diameter, in the mixing or
vaporization zone of a lean, premixed/prevapodzed type fuel
injector. The testing in the facility, although not "classified",
is considered "sensitive" in nature and there are protective
measures used to maintain the necessary control over
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hardware, data, and facility access. The higher rig pressures,

larger rig envelopes and advanced diagnostic measurement

capabilities make this facility an attractive one to industry.

A simplified air flow schematic of the test facility is

shown in Fig. 3. The facility is capable of supplying heated

air to the test rigs at 450 psig (30 ATM), 1100 °F and

20.0 pps, although the current test rigs are limited to

300 psig and less than 10.0 pps. The hot exhaust air within
the combustion zone is limited to 3200 °F on both test rigs.

Tiffs air is quenched and then vented to the altitude exhaust

system which can provide a vacuum of up to 26 in. of

mercury (2 psia). The facility uses a single pass shell and

tube heat exchanger to heat up the high pressure air. The

vitiated air, 20.0 pps at 40 psig, is heated through the use of

four J-47 natural gas burner cans to 1400 °F. Two

600 gallon fuel storage tanks are located at the facility and

a maximum flow of 3.0 GPM at 900 psig can be supplied

to the test rigs. Cooling water, 60 GPM at 60 psig;

150 GPM at 460 psig; 50 GPM at 350 psig; and 250 GPM

at 395 psig is available for cooling and quenching purposes.
High pressure gaseous nitrogen, 0.5 pps at 335 psig, is used

as film cooling for the Quartz windows when installed in

either test rig.

The CE-5 test facility also houses some unique

measurement equipment that can be used to further study

the combustion process. A smoke meter, particle size

analyzer and gas chromatograph/mass spectrometer(GC/MS)
are used to further analyze the emissions. In addition,

diagnostic measurements can be made using a ND:YAG

Dye laser system, an Excimer laser system or an Argon-Ion

laser. These further analyze the species, temperatures,

droplet size, or flow patterns of the combustion process.

CE-9 Combustor Test Facility

The CE-9 combustor test facility (Fig. 4), located in the

central-cast wing of ERB, houses two combustor test rigs,
Stand A and Stand B. This high temperature/high pressure

facility is used in support of the NASA HSR Program. The

Stand A test rig, with a 4 in. x 8 in. cross section flow path,

is currently used for a planar reacting shear layer

experiment in which hydrogen is used as the test fuel. The

test section configuration is 185 in. in length and the
interface is a 4 in., 600 LB inlet flange and an 18 in.,

300 LB outlet flange. This test rig also incorporates

Sapphire or Quartz windows, measuring 4 in. x 9 in., and

laser equipment similar to that in CE-5 so that nonintrusive

diagnostic measurements can be made. Thus, the test rig

provides turbulence-chemistry interaction data for NASA's

Computational Fluid Dynarnics(CFD) studies. The Stand A

rig is soon to be converted over to a rich bum, quick

quench lean bum sector rig, which will be a joint venture

between NASA and Pratt & Whitney. The Stand B test rig

is used for the Enabling Propulsion Material subtask under

NASA's HSR program_ This test, called the ceramic matrix

composites experiment, is used to perform cyclic and

survivability tests on various ceramic composite materials at

combustor operating conditions. The test section

configuration is 110 in. in length and the interface is a

12 in., 600 LB inlet flange and a 12 in., 300 LB outlet

flange. Four to sixteen ceramic panels, measuring 3.5 in. x

2 in., 3.5 in. x 4 in., or 3.5 in. x 8 in. and 0.100 to 0.250

in. thick, can be tested simultaneously. The advantages of

this facility, as with CE-5, are the higher pressures, larger

rig envelopes and diagnostic measurement capabilities.

Further, the varied capability of burning hydrogen in place

of jet fuel is an added attraction.

A simplified air flow schematic of the test facility is

shown in Fig. 5. The facility is capable of supplying heated

air to the test rigs at 450 psig (30 ATM), 1050 °F and

15.0 pps. The facility uses a single pass shell and tube heat

exchanger to heat up the high pressure air. The vitiated air,

15 pps at 40 psig, is heated through the use of four J-47

natural gas burner cans to 1400 °F. There is a 5000 gallon

fuel storage tank at the facility and a maximum flow of

11 GPM at 900 psig can be supplied to either test rig.

Cooling water, 175 GPM at 550 psig, 135 GPM at 835 psig
and 42 GPM at 60 psig, is available for cooling and

quenching purposes.

The Stand A rig is operated by mixing the nonvitiated,

heated air with a hydrogen-nitrogen flow mixture which

then causes a chemical reaction to take place. This mixture,

0.125 pps hydrogen at 125 psig and 6.0 pps nitrogen at

125 psig, is heated to 200 °F before being mixed with air.
A 70 000 ft3 tuber is located at the facility for the hydrogen

supply. The hot air exhaust within the combustion zone is
limited to 4000 °F. The air is quenched and then vented to

the atmosphere. When the Stand A rig is converted to a
sector rig, it will operate at 275 psig with 6 pps air flow

available for the lean-bum section and 4 pps air flow
available for the rich-burn sectio_ The Stand B rig, on the

other hand, is operated at 300 psig and 8.65 pps air flow.

The hot air exhaust on this rig is limited to 3500 °F and

after quenching can be vented to either the altitude exhaust

system or to the atmoshpere.

ASCR Combustor Test Facility

The ASCR combustor test facility (Fig. 6), housed in

the west wing of ERB, is due to be operational by the end

of the 1995 calendar year. This high temperature/high

pressure facility will be used to support the NASA AST

Program focusing on subsonic test conditions. The first test

rig to be installed will be a flametube type rig with varying
towpath capability from a 3 in. 2 to a 6 in.2 cross-section.

The tes*t section configuration is 100 in. in length and the
interface is a 12 in., 900 LB inlet flange and a 20 in.,

900 LB outlet flange. The test rig will be used to evaluate



a number of new and improved fuel injector concepts. This
facility is unique in its combination of high pressure, high
temperature and high flow capabilities. In addition, the rig
envelope is considerably larger than that available in the
CE-5 and CE-9 test rigs.

A simplified air flow schematic of the test facility is
shown in Fig. 7. The facility is capable of supplying heated
air to the test rigs at 900 psig (60 ATM), I300 °F and

38.0 pps. The hot air exhaust within the combustion zone
will be limited to 3200 °F and is quenched with water

sprays before venting to the atmosphere. The facility uses
a shell and tube heat exchanger to heat up the high pressure
air. The vitiated air, 50.0 pps at 150 psig, is heated through
the use of a single J-58 jet fueled combustor can to
1700 °F. A 20 000 gallon fuel storage tank is located at the
facility and a maximum flow of 2.6 pps at 1500 psig can be
supplied to the test rig. Cooling water, 3800 gpm at 60 psig;
70 gpm at 335 psig; 1200 gpm at 750 psig and 298 gpm at
1500 psig is available for cooling and quenching purposes.

Future plans for the facility include conversion of the
flamembe test rig to a rich direct injection or sector test rig
with diagnostic ports. In addition to this, laser systems and
specialty gas analysis equipment such as that currently
available at the CE-5 test facility, will be installed.

ECRL-1B Combustor Test Facility

The ECRL-IB combustor test facility (Fig. 8) is located
in the Engine Components Research Lab of NASA Lewis.
This high temperature/high pressure facility is currently
used to evaluate the survivability of materials at high

temperature. The majority of tests in this facility are
classified and the facility is currently configured with

necessary controls to accept test programs of this type. A
unique feature of this facility is the emissions or sampling
capability. The facility is equipped with a 9 port,
water-cooled gas sampling probe that can traverse the
airstream much like a pendulum. Also, a particle size

analyzer can be used to measure the number and
distribution of particles in the gas stream. The test section
configuration is 90 in. in length with 18 in., 300 LB flanges
on the inlet and outlet piping.

A simplified air flow schematic of the test facility is
shown in Fig. 9. The facility is capable of supplying
nonvitiated, heated air to the test rig at I50 psig (10 ATM),

100.0 pps, and 600 °F; or vitiated, heated air to the test rig
at 150 psig, 50.0 pps, and 2000 °F. The hot air exhaust is

quenched with water sprays and is vented to either the
atmospheric or altitude exhaust. The vitiated air for the heat
exchanger, supplied by an air blower at 125 000 ftS/min, is

heated through thirty-six J-47 combustor cans which are
fueled with natural gas. The 600 °F air can then be

fed through a single J-58, jet fueled combustor can which
will supply a vitiated hot air exhaust at 2000 °F. Additional
fuel can be introduced into the test section, thereby

increasing the air temperature up to 3500° . One 5000
gallon, two 10 000 gallon and two 20 000 gallon fuel
storage tanks are located at the facility and a maximum
flow of 70.0 GPM at 990 psig can be supplied to both the
J-58 burner and the test section. Cooling water, 1200 GPM

at 150 psig, is available for cooling and quenching purposes.

ECRL-2A Combustor Test Facility
The ECRL-2A combustor test facility (Fig. 10) is also

located in the Engine Components Research Lab of NASA
Lewis. This high temperature/high pressure facility is
currently used to support the NASA HSR program and to
evaluate the survivability of materials and instrumentation
in a realistic afterburner environment. The test rig can
accommodate two 12 in. x 12 in. material plates for

experimentation. The test section configuration is 67.5 in.
in length and the interface is a 16 in., 150 LB flange on the
inlet and outlet piping. This facility, as in ECRL-1B, has the
necessary controls to accept a classified test program.

A simplified air flow schematic of the test facility is
shown in Fig. 11. The facility is capable of supplying
heated, vitiated air to the test section at 150 psig (I0 ATM),
31 pps and 500 to 2500 OF.The hot air exhaust is quenched
with water sprays and is vented to either atmospheric or
altitude exhaust. A single J-47 combustor can, fueled with
either natural gas or jet fuel, is used to obtain te_atures
up to 500 °F. The air can then be fed through a jet fueled
J-58 combustor can to get to te_s of 700 to
2500 OF. ECRL-2A shares the ECRL fuel storage tanks
listed above and a maximum fuel flow of 10.0 GPM at

600 psig can be supplied to the combustor cans. Cooling
water, 600 GPM at 150 psig, is available for cooling and

quenching purposes.

CONCLUSION

NASA Lewis has made a major commitment to provide

government and industry with modern combustion test
facilities. The RL-23, CE-5, CE-9 and ECRL facilities have

been operating successfully for years. The ASCR facility is
due to come on line by the end of the 1995 calendar year.
Each of the six test facilities posess state-of-the-art
instrumentation and data systems. In two of these facilities
both intrusive and nonintrusive measurement techniques can

be used.At present, the facilities support both the NASA

subsonic and supersonic research programs. The facilities
can be configured to accept both sensitive and classified
testing. In addition, each of the facilities has the ability to
accommodate either joint venture or sole research programs
from private industry. For further information on the facility

i
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capabilities or for information on the availability of a
particular facility for testing, contact the appropriate Facility
Manager listed below.

Facility Managers: RL-23; CE-5; CE-9; and ASCR -
Jeffrey A. Swan, Mail Stop 6-8, (216) 433-5434; ECRL-1B
and -2A - Richard L. Barth, Mail Stop 6-8, (216) 433-5686;
or Facilities Management Branch Chief- John W. Schaefer,

Mail Stop 6-8, (216) 433-3853. Mailing Address: NASA
Lewis Research Center, 21000 Brookpark Road, Cleveland,
OH 44135.
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Figure 11°--Air flow schematic of ECRL-2A combustor test facility.
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